Differences in penicillin-induced synchronous bursts in the CA1 and CA3 regions of the hippocampus.
Epileptiform field potentials were compared in the CA3 and CA1 regions of penicillin-treated hippocampal slices. The CA3 field bursts usually began with decrementing spike patterns similar to reported single-unit bursts, whereas spike amplitude gradually increased in spontaneous and long-latency CA1 bursts. Stimuli close to CA1 recording sites also evoked short-latency, decrementing CA1 responses. We postulate that these patterns reflect a more rapid recruitment of CA3 neurons into synchronous bursts and a gradual sequential activation of the CA1 neurons by Schaffer collateral input from CA3. Stimulation of stratum radiatum close to CA1 also produced long-latency "all-or-none" bursts in CA3 and then CA1, identical to spontaneous bursts and those produced by stimulation remote from CA1. At threshold, 76% of the latency to the CA1 burst occurred between the stimulus and the onset of the CA3 burst. The latency to the CA3 burst decreased with increasing stimulus intensity but the intervals from CA3 to CA1 bursts remained constant. Thus, long-latency CA1 bursts appear to be due to antidromic activation of CA3 followed by reexcitation of CA1.